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This research effort involves a comparison between the
actual repair parts demand data generated by the forklifts
at Naval Supply Center, Oakland, California, during calendar
year 1975 and the allowance quantities of the applicable
allowance parts lists (API's). The comparison is accomplished
from three perspectives: the first perspective evaluates
the degree of correlation between line items demanded and
the line items appearing in the APL's; the second perspective
provides a projection of the effect of increased forklift
operating hours on the quantities demanded among those
demands for line items allowed by the APL's; and the third
perspective identifies those line items for which demand
generated rendered the quantities demanded significantly
different from the quantities allowed by the APL's. As a
result of these comparisons and the low correlation between
demand data and allowance projections, it is hypothesized
that the crucial variable contributing to this low correla-
tion is the low utilization of the equipments in terms of
annual operating hours. The conclusion reached is that APL's
for forklifts, as presently formulated, are a support plan-
ning document of dubious value in situations of low equip-
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. PURPOSE OF RESEARCH
For a number of years the author was stationed at activities
at which he was a principal benefactor of the materials handling
capabilities of forklift vehicles and for which equipments he
was responsible for the repair parts support. Invariably the
author experienced difficulties and frustrations of varying
degrees in attempting to establish an optimal forklift repair
parts support position locally and, it seemed, the allowance
parts lists were either nonexistent or not very helpful in
the particular situation. Harking back to these earlier exper-
iences, the author set about this research effort to learn for
himself what it was about the allowance parts lists that had
not lived up to his expectations. Now, removed from the
personal and professional attachment to a group of sometimes
marvelous, sometimes cantankerous machines, the author has
attempted to objectively evaluate his hypothesis that the fork-
lift allowance parts lists are not what they should be in
terms of accuracy and reliability as a support planning docu-
ment. The author admits to having entered this study with
considerable bias, much of which has been dispelled as a
result of this effort, but the author believes that his
research has unearthed the possibility that allowance parts
lists for forklifts could be substantially improved by the





It was not until World War II, when
the U.S. Navy used fork-lift trucks
to perform prodigious feats of loading
and unloading battle cargo, that U.S.
industry woke up to the fact that it
had "been squandering its manpower by
doing most of its lifting by hand \J
.
The U.S. Navy continues to accomplish staggering volumes
of material handling with its extensive inventory of fork-
lift vehicles as do also the other military services. By
virtue of its unique combination of mobility and lift cap-
ability, the forklift vehicle in its varied forms provides
an extensively adaptable capability possessed by no other
form of materials handling equipment. The flexibility of
the forklift makes it the single most vital equipment in
our general cargo handling endeavors both ashore and afloat,
and our reliance upon it is unlikely to diminish for so
long as U.S. foreign policy and military strategy dictate
the operation of large military installations abroad, the
continuous deployment of U.S. Navy vessels on all the oceans
of the world, and the massive support installations necessi-
tated within the United States. In essence, for so long as
the United States maintains the capability and readiness for
waging a prolonged war involving less than nuclear obliter-
ation, it will require the on-going maintenance of a far-
flung logistics effort of tremendous magnitude to make this
strategic alternative a credible reality. Such a logistics




The author served for eighteen months in Danang, Vietnam,
during 1968-1969 during which time his duties involved exten-
sive reliance on forklift vehicles as well as intensive efforts
to develop local stocks of repair parts in support of a variety
of types of forklifts. In the latter effort, the author exper-
ienced numerous frustrations which, although usually met with
plausible explanations, nonetheless left this writer with a
vague sense of inadequacy in some aspects of repair parts
provisioning for forklift vehicles. The author has subsequently
mellowed in his assessment of the causes of the forklift
repair parts deficiencies at that time, and he is now more
conscious of the severe environmental conditions present, the
abusive equipment operating practices, and the uniqueness of
the Vietnam War itself which rendered past repair parts usage
data largely inapplicable. Nonetheless, the author's curios-
ity about the adequacy of such repair parts planning has per-
sisted and has led to this research effort.
Logically, or so it would seem, the proper starting point
for such a research effort should begin with the identification
of an activity having a significant population of forklift
vehicles, the identification of those vehicles, and the
identification of the applicable allowance parts lists.
The Naval Supply Center (NSC), Oakland, California, provided
a seemingly perfect place to conduct such an analysis in that
a large number of forklift vehicles were in use there, thus
minimizing the probabilities of a single machine having such
11

extreme parts requirements that it would skew all the parts
utilization data for all equipments from a normal pattern.
As will be seen later, however, the large numbers of fork-
lifts posed a different problem in that there undeniably
exists an abnormally low annual operating rate on the average
per equipment which manifests itself in the form of low parts
usage rates. Although this pattern was not recognized ini-
tially, upon becoming aware of this low parts usage rate,
the author elected to continue his research in the belief
that over-provisioning in a low parts utilization situation
is as economically inefficient as under-provisioning is
ineffective in a situation of high parts utilization; hence,
the author believed that whatever his findings, there existed
the potential of revealing some information of use.
Having identified the activity and its forklift equip-
ments, the author embarked upon an effort to identify the
applicable allowance parts lists (AFL's). In this effort the
author was invaluably assisted by the Navy Ships Parts Control
Center (SPCC), Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, the Navy activity
cognizant over the preparation of allowance parts lists for
all such material handling equipments (MHE) . Personnel at
SPCC conducted an interrogation of their computer data bank
by respective USN identification number of all ^21 forklifts
on the NSC Oakland MHE allowance. The output of this inter-
rogation revealed that a total of 130 of the forklifts were
specifically covered by 18 different allowance parts lists,
the remaining 291 forklifts on the NSC Oakland allowance
having never had AFL's developed in their support.
12

The revelation that less than one-third of the forklifts
on the NSC Oakland allowance had "been provided with a formal
support document prompted the author to inquire into the
policy, if a policy indeed existed, concerning the prepara-
tion of API's for MHE assets. Conversations with knowl-
edgeable individuals at both the Naval Supply Systems Com-
mand (NAVSUP) and at SPCC indicated that whereas there
had always been a consistent policy of preparing API's
for forklifts employed aboard ship and at overseas activ-
ities, the same had not been true of MHE assigned to U.S.
shore installations. The explanation for the sporadic
preparation of APL's for shore-based MHE was twofold:
(1) there has existed a communication and/or coordi-
nation problem such that much of the MHE formerly pro-
cured by the Defense Supply Agency (DSA) was not always
referred to SPCC for APL development whereas most MHE
purchased by or authorized for purchase by NAVSUP was so
referred; and (2) there has existed the belief that
U.S. shore activities could and would find it advanta-
geous to obtain much of their MHE repair part require-
ments from local commercial sources. This situation has
prevailed until slightly more than two years prior to
this writing. Although there appears to have been no
new policy statement formally generated, there does
presently exist the tacit understanding that APL's
will be prepared for all MHE acquired for U.S. Navy
use ashore or afloat provided such acquisitions are
13

communicated to SPCC for action. Just how this communication
is to take place is not clear to the author as he was unable
to ascertain whether or not any channels or procedures had
been established to facilitate this crucial first step.
Nonetheless, the intent appears to be directed toward in-
creased development of APL's for MHE.
The origin of APL parts usage projections for forklifts
is interesting, if not sophisticated. Essentially, the
burden for determining which repair parts and in what quan-
tities to include in the APL's resides with the contractor
from whom the forklifts are purchased. The contractor sub-
mits an estimate of ninety days parts usage as an initial
outfitting of repair parts in support of the equipment he
is supplying. This list is reviewed by NAVSUP with consider-
ation being given both to the adequacy of the outfitting
and also to the financial implications inherent in such
support documents. This edited outfitting list is passed
to SPCC in the form of a lead allowance parts list from which
an APL is developed.
In the author's opinion, the significant weakness in
this procedure of APL development lies not in the procedure
itself, but rather upon the ninety day endurance criteria
upon which the APL's are based. It would appear that the
customary ninety day time frame has been invoked for use
in conjunction with MHE as it is in most other Navy-owned
equipments for which APL's are developed.
In this paper the author expects to demonstrate the
inseparable relationship between equipment operating hours

and requirements for repair parts on forklifts such that
creation of a repair parts allowance support document based
solely on a ninety day endurance level but without regard
to the variable of operating hours can result in less than
optimal inventory and inventory funds management. It is
the author's belief that there exists a high degree of corre-
lation between repair parts usage, especially those parts
normally replaced during periodic preventive maintenance
actions, and equipment operating hours. Indeed, there
would appear to be considerable support for this line of
reasoning both among the major manufacturers of forklifts
as well as among various Navy commands cognizant over some
aspect of forklift reporting and accounting. In the first
instance, many, if not all, forklift manufacturers prescribe
in their parts and service manuals certain periodic main-
tenance actions to be performed on the equipments and the
intervals between these maintenance actions are usually
specified in terms of operating hours. Secondly, the
Naval Supply Systems Command seems to support this posi-
tion in NAVSUP Instruction 10^90.32 from which the follow-
ing excerpt is taken:
Each activity must establish a preventive
maintenance program, appropriate for local
operating conditions, which will encompass
. . . a planned program of periodic in-
spections and maintenance based on actual
vehicle or equipment operation as measured
by an equipment mounted recorder .... </~ 2_7
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In addition, this instruction continues its use of operat-
ing hours as a measure of equipment wear by providing a table
containing the projected maximum economical utilization of
MHE in terms of years which are in turn equated to cumulative
operating hours per equipment and yield an expected life based
on twelve hundred hours of operation per year. The Navy Comp-
troller (NAVCOMPT) would appear to substantiate these equip-
ment life expectancies in that NAVCOMPT guidelines for compu-
tation of equipment depreciation, when such is appropriate,
cite the same number of years over which to charge the depre-
ciation as the years provided by NAVSUP in defining maximum
economical utilization of MHE /""2/
.
One further instance of Navy use of operating hours to
gauge the degree of equipment utilization is provided by
SPCC in its instructions to activities having MHE with regard
to the submission of data to SPCC in the Annual Report of
Materials Handling Equipment. At the end of each calendar
year, activities having MHE report the actual cumulative
operating hours for each equipment and, for the year just
completed, report the actual operating hours for the year
as a percentage of two thousand operating hours £~\£/ >
The author has dealt at length with the matter of operat-
ing hours as a measure of equipment use and wear because they
will be used later in the development of the comparison
between actual repair parts usage and APL projected parts
usage. What matters is that there is formal recognition given
to operating hours in certain reporting requirements on
16

equipment usage, although applied standards of operating
hour-years vary from 1200 to 2000 hours, depending on the
command involved.
C. SOURCES OF DATA UTILIZED
1. Repair Parts Usage Data .
The forklifts and other automotive assets belong-
ing to NSC Oakland receive their maintenance from the trans-
portation maintenance section of the Public Works Center
(PWC), San Francisco Bay Area, Oakland, California. While
the PWC headquarters are located at nearby Oakland Army
Base, the PWC transportation maintenance section is situated
within the confines of NSC in a building shared with the
Supply Center's Labor and Equipment Division under whose
cognizance NSC's MHE falls. The author drew upon the retained
records of the PWC transportation maintenance section to
collect the actual repair parts usage data experienced by
NSC Oakland's forklifts during 1975 • The records were of
two types depending on the nature of the transaction involved.
The first set of records consisted of Material Requirements/
Issue Documents (NAVFAC Form 9-1101^/8) which contained
history data for all parts ordered from commercial sources
under the purchasing authority of various Blanket Purchase
Agreements (BPA's). The second set of records consisted of
Material Issue Lists (12ND PWC Form 7323/1) which reflected
those items issued over the counter from the PWC transporta-
tion maintenance section shops store. The shops store carries
an inventory of approximately 2000 line items of various
17

automotive components and is stocked using Navy Industrial
Funds (NIF) . The items carried in inventory by the shops
store are both standard and non-standard stock items, that
is, they have been obtained from both the Navy Supply System
and commercial sources and therefore are identified to
National Stock Numbers (NSN's) and local stock numbers
respectively. To permit identification of the method of
supplying the parts requirements at the time they were gen-
erated, use of an "I" for shops store issues and use of an
"0" for BPA order actions is indicated throughout the
appendices under the "Act" (Action) column.
Both the Material Requirements/issue Document (MRI)
and the Material Issue List (MIL) call for the use of both
the accounting job order number to be charged and the equip-
ment USN number for which the requirement is being obtained.
By and large, these two pieces of information were present
on the documents even though throughout Fiscal Year 1975
either piece of information would suffice -to identify the
equipment for which the part was being sought. This was
true because each USN numbered equipment was also given a
unique accounting job order number. Commencing with Fiscal
Year 19?6, however, job order numbers were assigned only for
each equipment cost code as defined by NAVCOMPT . Consequently,
in the few instances when USN numbers were not annotated on
the MRI's and MIL'S, it was impossible to assign the required




The author relied largely on the Julian dates of the
transactions to ascertain whether or not the parts usage
data was rightfully to "be included among the data generated
during the year 1975 • Nonetheless, requirements generated
early in 1975 a-nd early in 1976 were reviewed "by Shop Repair
Order numbers (SRO numbers) to ascertain whether or not the
requirement was associated with an equipment maintenance
action which had commenced in one year and had carried over
into the following year. Those items ordered early in 1975
for equipments on which maintenance had commenced in late
197^4- were excluded from the parts usage data and, by the
same token, those items ordered early in 1976 for equipments
on which maintenance had commenced in late 1975 were included
in the parts usage data. This policy was employed based on
the reasoning that more important than the date of actual
material ordering was the date in which the parts failures
had caused the equipment to be brought into the shop for
maintenance and repair.
Following his collection and organization of the
parts usage data, the author screened all items having
National Stock Numbers against a current Navy Management
Data List in order to identify and rectify possible trans-
position errors which had occurred in his data recording
process or which had been entered incorrectly on the origi-
nal order documents. Subsequently, for those equipments
having assigned API's, the author attempted to cross to




2. Forklift Identification and Operating Data .
The author relied on the DOD Property Records (DD
Form 13^2) contained in the equipment history jackets for
specific identification of the make, model, year, capacity,
and manufacturer of the NSC Oakland forklifts . The informa-
tion was then compared with the manufacturer, year of manu-
facture, and capacity indicated in the Annual Report of
Materials Handling Equipment generated by SPCC. Discre-
pancies were resolved in favor of the data contained in the
SPCC report as this information had been provided by the
contractor who supplied the equipment to the Navy. All but
the year of manufacture is indicated in the appendices and
a key to the manufacturer and model codes can be found
immediately prior to Appendix A.
The operating hours of each forklift were derived by
taking the difference between the cumulative operating hours
reported on the Annual Report of Materials Handling Equip-
ment at the end of 1975 and the figure reported the previous
year.
As indicated previously, identification of the applica-
ble APL's was accomplished through individual equipment USN
number interrogation of SPCC's data bank. In that all the
forklift APL's are identified to nine digit numbers commenc-
ing with "95000," the last four digits are significant in
distinguishing between APL's. These four digits appear in
the appendices when applicable and indicate those parts




II. SCOPE OF THE DATA
Equipments included in the study consists of the 421
forklifts which comprise the NSC Oakland allowance for such
vehicles. Although the PWC transportation maintenance sec-
tion performs maintenance on forklifts belonging to activities
other than NSC, the author chose to limit his research to
the NSC assets both because there appeared to be more than
enough parts usage data to support a study of this nature
and because other data such as equipment operating hours
was known to be available.
Of the 421 forklifts considered, 130 of them have APL's
assigned. Within this group of 130 vehicles, parts usage
data was generated by 115 equipments during 1975 • Among the
15 vehicles experiencing no repair parts requirements were
all 5 vehicles for which APL 950004230 is applicable, all
4 vehicles for which APL 950002612 is applicable, and the
single vehicle for which APL 95000420 2 is applicable. Col-
lectively, these 10 forklifts accumulated 3>209 hours of
operating without a parts replacement being necessitated.
The remaining 115 forklifts provisioned by 15 APL's gen-
erated 1,244 demands for 386 line items while operating
a total of 61,482 hours during 1975- The 130 forklifts
averaged 497.6 hours of operation for the year.
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The 291 forklifts on the NSC Oakland allowance not sup-
ported by APL's logged 115,237 hours of operation during 1975
for an average of 396.0 hours per equipment. Repair parts
were required "by 2^-5 of these vehicles during the year, the
remaining k6 forklifts having no parts replacement actions
during that time. A total of 2,831 parts demands encompass-
ing 916 line items were generated by the 2^5 vehicles.
Collectively, then, the ^21 forklifts operated a total
of 179 > 928 hours for an average of ^-27 >^ hours per vehicle.
Had the same number of forklifts operated at the NAVSUP stan-
dard level of 1200 hours per year, they would have logged
505,200 total hours; at SPCC's standard of 2000 operating
hours per year, they would have amassed 8^-2,000 total hours.
Relative to these two operating standards, therefore, the
NSC Oakland forklifts were utilized at 35-6 percent and
21. ^ percent capacity, respectively.
One cannot state that the level of utilization of NSC
Oakland's forklifts is indicative of excess capacity based
solely on the undeniably low percentage of utilization when
compared with NAVSUP and SPCC standard operating hour-years.
To do so would not give adequate recognition to the immensity
of the physical facility of NSC Oakland and the necessary
dispersion of forklifts about that installation at various
working areas, some of which undoubtedly have small but
repetitive requirements for the services of forklifts.
Nonetheless, an excess forklift capability is evident and to
rectify that situation NSC Oakland has requested disposition
instructions for ^5 forklifts.
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The author cannot leave the subject of standard opera-
ting hour-years without attempting to place these standards
in perspective relative to NSC Oakland, Subsequent to the
withdrawal of the United States and its involvement in South-
east Asia, the Naval Supply Center Oakland experienced a
substantial tapering off of business levels. Hence, the
resultant excess forklift capability and the associated low
usage rates of the assets. Presently, NSC Oakland operates
a single shift, forty hour week in most of its functional
areas with a minimal number of employees working a swing
shift in a few areas. Use of forklifts by this swing shift
is so insignificant as to not warrant consideration in a
discussion of the operating hours performed by MHE assets
at that activity. This being the case, the SPCC standard
operating hour-year of 2000 hours appears unrealistically
high in that it implies continuous operation of each equip-
ment throughout the entire eight-hour workday each and every-
day of the workweek for the entire year. On the other hand,
the NAVSUP standard operating hour-year of 1200 hours appears
to be reasonably achievable at an activity such as NSC
Oakland at which a single shift is the rule. In this case,
a forklift would need to operate an average of ^.8 hours out
of every eight-hour workday to accumulate 1200 hours of
operation per year. No doubt there is some quantity of
forklifts which would average operating at this rate at NSC
Oakland were the volume of material handling to remain rea-
sonably constant. It is not the intent of this paper to
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propose thai; such a forklift population be determined and
then implemented; rather, it is the author's intention to
suggest a reasonable standard of operating hours against
which normal equipment wear might be correlated with repair
parts usage. It would appear that the NAVSUP standard oper-




III. PRESENTATION OF DATA
A. METHOD OF COMPARISON OF USAGE DATA AND APL PROJECTIONS
Using a manual review method, the author attempted to
equate each and every item of actual parts usage data to a
corresponding part in the APL. The author makes no claim to
expertise as a forklift mechanic, yet he does possess a work-
ing familiarity with automotive mechanical systems in vehicles
having internal combustion engines. In those instances where
the author possessed certain knowledge of the system within
which a specific repair part would logically he included in
the APL, he reviewed that accessory APL first. Locating the
corresponding item or an interchangeable item therein (the
author's policy of ascribing interchangeability will be
described shortly) , the author concluded his effort to find
a match for the repair part in question. Failure to find a
match in one accessory APL led to a search of all the acces-
sory APL's, if necessary, until a match was determined to
exist or not to exist. Although tedious, this screening
procedure was exhaustively conducted for every item of actual
usage data for a given APL, the writer reviewing both the
primary identification numbers in the APL's and also the
multi-reference numbers in an effort to find a match. In
the event that the item of usage data had no match in the
25

AFL, the author then determined within which system the
demand should be reflected, if it was within his scope of
knowledge to do so. Certain items of a general nature such
as gaskets and ball bearings which were not specifically found
in the AFL almost consistently defied assignment to a specific
system and hence were recorded as demands for items not al-
lowed by the APL but not charged to a specific system of the
equipment.
The author attempted to ascribe as much of the actual
parts usage data to a corresponding item allowed by the APL
as he possibly could. To achieve this goal, the author took
the liberty of ascribing interchangeability by edict when the
items were known to him to be like items even though such
interchangeability might not be technically correct or for-
mally recognized as such. The author relied on commonality
in nomenclature, and group and class designations to assist
him in this endeavor. In addition, he utilized the descrip-
tive technical data contained in the Federal Supply Catalogue
series to verify the similarity between the allowance listed
item and the item being considered as a candidate for inter-
changeability. The author elected to pursue a conservative
policy in ascribing interchangeability, however, in the
belief that it was preferable to err on the low side than
the opposite, but there were some items such as spark plugs
which were virtually automatically assumed as interchange-




Because of the low hourly operating level experienced
"by NSC Oakland forklifts, the actual parts demand data
typically falls far short of the suggested quantities indi-
cated in the appropriate column of the APL. In many cases,
the entire year's demand for a given item falls short of
the quantity projected for a ninety day enduarance level.
To facilitate the production of a meaningful comparison,
therefore, the author has utilized three perspectives from
which to analyze the data generated by the particular fork-
lifts specifically supported "by each of the fifteen APL's.
The first perspective involves a simple line item com-
parison "between the parts actually required by the equip-
ments and those parts allowed by the respective accessory
APL's. The author has interpreted the term "allowed" with
respect to those items listed in the APL's as only those
items having a positive quantity indicated in the appro-
priate column for the given population of the equipment;
hence, those items listed but having no quantity or a zero
quantity indicated have been excluded from consideration
as "allowed." Part I of Tables II through XVI under the
caption "Line Item Correlation Between Usage Data and Acces-
sory APL's" deals with this perspective and makes the follow-
ing comparisons:
(1) Against the number of line items allowed in each
accessory APL is compared the number of line items which
were actually demanded and which have identical stock number
(prime number) identification with those items appearing in
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the accessory APL; the percentage relationship for this
comparison is also shown. This same relationship is indi-
cated showing what percentage of the entire APL allowed
line items was demanded on an identical item basis.
(2) The number of substitute or interchangeable line
items (substitute allowed line items consisting of those
found among the multi-reference numbers and those defined
as interchangeable by the author in the manner previously
described) demanded within each accessory APL is indicated,
and the total number of such substitute line item demands is
given for the entire APL.
(3) Against the number of line items allowed in each
accessory APL is compared the combined number of identical
and substitute line items demanded. (Note that the number
of identical allowed line items demanded and the number of
substitute line items demanded does not necessarily sum to
equal the total APL allowed line items demanded because of
instances where the prime number and a substitute number or
more than one substitute number was used to obtain the same
item on differing occasions.) In addition, the total number
of accessory APL allowed line items demanded is expressed
as a percentage of the number of line items allowed within
each accessory APL. This same relationship is also indicated
collectively for the accessory APL's giving the total number
of APL allowed line items demanded from among the allowed
line items comprising the entire APL.
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(4-) The number of non APL allowed line items experiencing
demand within each accessory APL is indicated for the respec-
tive accessory APL's as well as a collective total of these
figures for the entire APL. The non APL allowed line items
demanded consist of those items believed by the author not
to have been listed in the APL and for which demand was gen-
erated. In the case of the majority of the line items cate-
gorized as not APL allowed the author has no doubt but that
this is indeed accurate, but because of his conservative
approach to ascribing interchangeability there exists the
possibility that some of these items could have been correctly
considered as substitute items for those indicated in the
APL.
Although admittedly somewhat tenuous in terms of assump-
tions made, the second perspective makes comparisons between
the APL allowed quantities and manipulated quantities of
those allowed line items actually demanded. The process
utilized in the manipulation of actual quantities demanded
involves smoothing of the actual demand over the period of
the year by taking the total quantity of the line item
demanded during the year and dividing that quantity by four
with no regard whatsoever being given to the dates and quan-
tities involved in the individual transactions comprising
the total year's demand for any given line item. This
quartering of the annual demand permits a ready comparison
with the APL allowed quantities by placing both the APL
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quantity and the demanded quantity within a common, ninety
day time interval. This smoothed demand data is then com-
pared with the APL allowed quantities on three levels. The
first level is a direct comparison "between the smoothed
quantity demanded and the APL allowed quantity, the results
being expressed in terms of the smoothed quantity demanded
"being either less than or greater than or equal to the APL
allowed quantity. By virtue of the fact that the smoothed
quantity demanded was derived from actual annual quantities
demanded, this smoothed quantity is likewise based upon the
actual operating hours performed by the equipments which
generated the demand data.
To perform the second and third levels of this comparison,
the actual equipment operating hours have been averaged
among the equipments comprising the population governed
by the specific APL. This average operating hour figure
is then related to the NAVSUP standard of 1200 operating
hours per year and the SPCC standard of 2000 operating
hours per year by expressing these relationships as the
ratios between 1200 operating hours per year and the actual
averaged operating hours for the year and likewise between
2000 operating hours per year and the actual averaged
operating hours. The smoothed quantity of the line items
demanded is then multiplied by these ratios, the products
again being compared to the APL allowed quantity and the
results of the comparison again being presented as the
smoothed quantity demanded (accelerated by the respective
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ratios) being either less than or greater than or equal to
the APL allowed quantity for each line item.
Perhaps an example would best serve to clarify the process
just described. Suppose the APL allowed quantity for a given
line item is 1 (understand, of course, that this is a ninety
day endurance quantity of that item) . Suppose that this
particular line item is demanded twice during the year by
two of the six forklifts supported by the APL involved, each
demand being for 1 each, the total demand for the year for the
item thus being 2. Further suppose that the six forklifts
operated a total of 2,^00 hours during the year thus averaging
^00 operating hours per equipment. Smoothing of the year's
total demand of 2 yields a quarterly quantity demanded of
.5,
a quantity which is based on the actual operating hours
performed by the six forklifts. When compared to the APL
allowed quantity on the first level, .5 is seen to be less
than the allowance quantity of 1 and is thus recorded as
such. On the second level, however, the NAVSUP standard
equipment operating year of 1200 hours is found to be a
ratio of 3 times the actual equipment operating hour average
of ^00 hours. Multiplying the smoothed demanded quantity
of .5 by the ratio of 3 yields a projected smoothed demanded
quantity of 1.5 which, when compared to the APL allowed
quantity of 1, is reported as greater than the APL allowed
quantity. Likewise, on the third level the SPCC standard
equipment operating year of 2000 hours yields a ratio of
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5 times the actual equipment operating hour average of ^00
hours. When this ratio of 5 is multiplied by the smoothed
demanded quantity of .5, the resulting product of 2.5 is
again seen to be greater than the APL allowed quantity of
1 and is thus reported as such.
The second perspective, therefore, can be seen to be
an extrapolation of the actual line item demanded quantity
with operating hours treated as an independent variable and
with quantity demanded as a dependent variable behaving in
a proportionate manner with respect to increases in operat-
ing hours. The author acknowledges the tenuous nature of the
assumption underlying projections of this sort because it is
probably unreasonable to expect demand data to accrue in
such predictable increments. Nonetheless, it would be
illogical to deny that parts usage incurred in a lesser time-
frame would normally show increases in quantities over a
greater timeframe (ultimately, of course, for some given
period of time all parts could be expected to incur sufficient
wear to require replacement) . In view of the undeniable
relationship between time and parts usage, therefore, the
author deems the projections of quantities demanded as a
function of time (operating hours) to be warranted even if
there exists a known risk of imprecision in the results.
These projections are presented in Part II to Tables II
through XVI under the caption "Projected Effect of Increased
OP Hours on APL Allowed Line Items Demanded Qty."
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Before leaving the subject of the perspective two analysis,
two comments appear to be in order. First, the author acknow-
ledges that it is highly probable that some, perhaps many,
of those line items which experienced no demands during the
shorter timeframe consisting of the actual equipment operating
hours would experience some level of demands over a greater
timeframe such as the time represented by the 1200 or 2000
hour operating standards. The absence of any demands for
these items over the short run, however, obscured any poten-
tial demand pattern over the long run and, hence, the demand
for these items was arbitrarily held to zero in the projections
made. This arbitrariness on the part of the author will hope-
fully not trouble the reader, for it is the author's intention
merely to establish a relationship between time (operating
hours) and quantities demanded, not to prescribe suggested
allowance quantities for each and every APL line item based
on this work.
The second comment which the author wishes to make concerns
the inherent pitfalls associated with smoothing the quantity
demanded in the manner indicated. The author does not wish
to diminish the importance of the relationship between fre-
quency of demands and quantities demanded. To do so would be
to ignore the fact that many maintenance actions, at whatever
intervals they occur, typically require a multiple quantity
of a particular part or parts on a single occasion. An
engine tune-up is one such example in which all four or all
six (depending on engine size) spark plugs are typically
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replaced. An overhaul of an internal combustion engine is
another case in point wherein all four or all six pistons
and associated parts are frequently replaced at one time. .
By and large, the various APL's seem to take this multiple
quantity requirement into account for most such items, at
least so it appears as judged from the standpoint of the
actual demand data matched against such APL allowed items.
One striking example exists, however, wherein the APL's
typically do not take into account the pattern of multiple
quantity requirements for an item on a single occasion.
This situation is frequently found in APL allowed quantities
for tires, especially when the indicated allowance quantity
governs a small population of equipments. Usually the APL
allowance quantity in such situations is indicated as one,
but the actual demand data for tires shows that a quantity
of two is usually ordered on any given occasion. This pat-
tern prevails not only because the tires on the front or
the rear of the vehicle wear out at approximately the same
rate, but also because to mount a new tire on one end of
an axle while retaining a substantially worn tire on the
other end can create vehicle steering problems, as well as
posing potential difficulties in load-balancing and causing
undue stress damage to the axle.
The author has cited the foregoing examples as an indi-
cation of his awareness of such multiple quantity require-
ments and their importance. Nonetheless, because of the
extremely small quantities demanded and the infrequency of
3^

the repair parts demands generated' by the forklifts at NSC
Oakland, smoothing of quantities demanded presented itself
to the author as the method yielding the most meaningful
basis for comparison of actual demand data and allowance
quantities. When evaluated over any increment of ninety
days, actual demands for most line items almost never resulted
in quantities demanded which consistently approached or
exceeded the APL indicated allowance quantities, tires being
the single notable exception to this situation. True, other
line items either through a single demand for an exceptionally
large quantity or through an occasional density of demands
within a short period of time sporadically exceeded the APL
allowed quantities but no recurring pattern was evident in
these instances. In addition to the desirable element of
a consistent pattern obtainable through smoothing of quantities
demanded, this technique has the additional advantage of being
easily equated to a measure of time and operating hours.
For this reason the author has pursued the use of this
method in spite of the inherent failure of this practice
to give adequate recognition to items typically ordered in
multiple quantities for a single application.
The third perspective is possibly the most revealing of
all. The author has smoothed the actual demand data pattern
as before for comparison with the ninety day quantities pro-
vided by the APL. From this smoothed quantity demanded, the
author has evaluated the significance of the difference be-
tween the APL allowed quantity and the averaged demand data
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quantity. The criteria used to determine the significance
of the difference is a product of the author's judgement and
is flexible in that it consists of no rigid percentage in
the smaller quantity range. This flexible criteria was
necessitated by the overwhelming number of A PL allowance
quantities being one or two units of any given items such
that had a significance in difference been defined in terms
of a fixed percentage, the criteria would either have been
unacceptably tolerant of large differences among those
allowance items having substantial quantities allowed or else
the criteria would have been unacceptably intolerant of incre-
ments of one unit differences between demands and allowance
quantities where the latter were small. Only at the point
where the allowance quantity is 16 or greater do the criteria
for determining the significance of the difference settle
into a pattern of plus or minus 25 per cent. The resulting
criteria for defining a significant difference between demanded
quantities and AFL allowed quantities are depicted in Table I
and the line items having differences thus defined are listed
in Part III of Tables II through XVI.
B. COMPARISON OF USAGE DATA AND AFL'S
Comparison of the actual repair parts demand data and the
APL parts projections has been summarized in Tables II through
XVI and, it is believed, will require little elaboration
although familiarity with the methods employed in making




CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN QUANTITIES DEMANDED AND APL ALLOWED
QUANTITIES
Differences between the quantity of a line item demanded
and the quantity of that item allowed by the APL will be
treated as being significant if:
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"be helpful to the reader in understanding the data presented.
At the conclusion of each table are provided some general
comments where appropriate regarding strengths and weak-
nesses of the particular APL being discussed. The comments
made are of a general, organizational nature. Use of the
statement "No significant weaknesses noted" is not intended
to refute the statistical data contained in Parts I through
III of the tables as the comments do not concern themselves
with the content of the statistical analysis.
There are two situations wherein the author finds his
analysis to be less than adequate but, regretfully, unre-
solvable
:
(1) there are several APL's for equipments which generated
so few parts requirements that the comparison is necessarily
unrevealing; and
(2) with regard to the accessory API's dealing with
hydraulic systems, the demand data presents an inadequate
picture of hydraulic hose replacements due to the practice
at FWC transportation maintenance section of buying hose
material and fittings in bulk quantities and of locally
manufacturing individual hoses as required. Due to the
substantial variance in lengths of hoses fabricated from
any given hose size, the author made no attempt to equate
this data either by type hose or by quantity to those hydrau-
lic hose assemblies listed in the APL's. Awareness of these
two limitations will hopefully enhance the reader's ability
to evaluate the data contained in the following tables.
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C. SUMMARY OF DATA PRESENTED
Tables II through XVI and the respective supporting
appendices amply attest to the low coorelation which exists
between the level of support allowed "by the APL's and that
which is required in the specific case of NSC Oakland's
forklifts. The disparity between the two sets of figures
is undeniably substantial. By adding the "Totals" data
from Part I of Tables II through XVI it can be seen that
the fifteen APL's analyzed in the tables collectively
allowed 1,736 line items in varying quantities ranging from
1 or 2 units in most instances to 350 units in the most
extreme case. The author recognizes that by totaling the
individual APL's he has disregarded the existence of pro-
bable redundancy of line items which appear in more than
one APL, but he has done so on the basis that the suggested
quantities for all the line items appearing in the individual
APL's would be cumulative even if for a lesser number of
line items. To the 1,736 allowed line items from the fifteen
APL's reviewed add the additional quantity of 372 line items
allowed by the three APL's covering the ten equipments which,
as indicated previously, did not generate any repair part
replacement requirements during the year and it is observed
that there are 2,108 line items in varying quantities which
constitute suggested stocking levels in support of the 130
forklifts involved. Yet of this potentially extensive inven-
tory, only 117 line items allowed were demanded by the
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specific prime number identity cited in the respective
APL's, only another 2^5 substitute line items were de-
manded, for a total of 216 different line items demanded
of the 2,108 allowed. These figures represent the totals
obtained by summing the "Totals" data of Part I from Tables
II through XVI. The reader is reminded that the figure
shown as the total of the different line items demanded
within each APL is normally less than would be derived by
adding the respective total demands for allowed prime num-
ber line items demanded and allowed substitute line items
demanded due to the occurrence of more than one demand for
the same allowed line item; hence, the figure 216 different
line items results in an apparent contradiction to the sum
which would result from combining the figures 117 and 2^5-
Comparing the 216 different line items demanded with the
2,108 line items allowed, it is seen that barely ten per
cent of the APL suggested inventory on a line item basis
experienced any stock movement. Moreover, assuming the
total number of non APL allowed line items demanded could
be determined to be demands for discrete allowed line
items, in the best case it can be seen that the 393 demands
(total from all fifteen tables) for these items identified
by the author as being "Non APL Allowed Line Items Demanded"
plus the demands for the 216 allowed line items would result
in demands having been experienced by 609 of the 2,108
line items allowed and a consequent movement of only 29
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per cent of the suggested stock. In the author's opinion,
however, this "best possible case is unattainable high in
that he is convinced that a majority of the 393 non APL
allowed line items demanded are properly identified as
not being allowed by the APL's involved. For information,
Appendix P indicates that the APL provisioned forklifts
collectively generated demands for 386 discrete line
items.
Whatever the exact number of distinct line items allowed
by the 18 APL's, without some kind of coordinating allow-
ance document similar to a Coordinated Shipboard Allowance
List (COSAL), the 18 APL's would still suggest stocking
an inventory consisting of a range of items comparable to
the number of distinct line items allowed from among all
18 APL's and in a depth comparable to the allowance quan-
tities indicated for each of the 2,108 line items among
the individual APL's.
Even as the correlation between the line items demanded
and the line items allowed is low, this is only a part of
the emerging picture. So, too, is there a preponderance of
demand which is less than the APL allowed quantity. Part
II of Tables II through XVI depicts this situation on the
basis of the actual equipment operating hours. Collectively
the 216 APL allowed line items demanded (combined total
of identical and substitute item requests) were ordered in
quantities less than the APL allowed quantity 8^ per cent
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of the time (recall, however, that the quantity demanded
used in this analysis was the smoothed demanded quantity)
.
Part III of Tables II through XVI drives this point home
convincingly even though the comparison is again made using
smoothed quantities demanded "because whereas Part II deals
only with comparisons involving APL allowed line items having
experienced demands, Part III shows all significant dif-
ferences between APL allowances and quantities demanded
(or not demanded) without regard to whether or not the item
experienced any demand. A summary of the data contained in
Part III of all fifteen tables shows 500 line items for which
the demand quantity (smoothed) was significantly different
from the APL allowed quantity and in ^76 instances the APL
allowed quantities were significantly greater than the demanded
quantity. A detailed analysis of the composition of these
4?6 instances of significantly greater allowance quantities
would show a redundancy of line items both in terms of
identical identifications and also in terms of similar appli-
cations.
The author will not delve deeply into this analysis, but
suffice it to say that among the most notable items showing
significant differences are spark plugs and engine oil
filters. Without exception, in all thirteen APL's cover-
ing forklifts having internal combustion engines these two
items are conspicuous in the size of the difference between
the quantity allowed and the quantity demanded. Other items
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such as engine overhaul parts and other fluid filters
are observed as appearing almost as consistently among
the items having significantly greater allowance quanti-
ties than the quantities demanded. The significance of
the presence of these items among those having allowance
quantities substantially greater than demand should be
readily apparent: these are the kinds of items that are
utilized in the performance of scheduled routine main-
tenance actions which are in turn conducted at prescribed
intervals based on equipment operating hours.
Referring back to Part II of Tables II through XVI to
the projected effect of increased operating hours on the
quantities of APL line items demanded, a summary of all
fifteen such tables indicates the following: that whereas
the quantity demanded is less than the APL allowed quantity
84- per cent of the time based on the actual equipment
operating hours, the demand would be less than the APL
quantity 62.5 per cent of the time were the operation of
the equipments increased to an average of 1200 hours per
year and the demand would be equal to or greater than the
APL quantity 63 per cent of the time were the equipments
operated an average of 2000 hours per year. The precision
of the extrapolation is doubtful, as indicated earlier,
but surely the overall lack of correlation between the
APL allowance quantities and the quantities and range of
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items demanded by the NSC Oakland forklifts has some signi-
ficance which cries out for an explanation. The author
"believes that the explanation lies with the low equipment
operating rates which in turn translate into low parts
utilization rates. Because the applicable APL's are founded
upon the rather vague criteria of a ninety day endurance
level, the APL's lack the flexibility to accurately project
parts usage rates except in situations where some undefined
high level of equipment operations coincides with the ninety
day projections. In this age of sophisticated systems anal-
ysis, we ought to be able to develop a formula which, by
taking into account all the relevant variables such as oper-
ating hours in the case of forklifts, will generate reason-
ably accurate parts usage projections. From these projections
allowance parts lists could be prepared which would serve
as highly credible inventory planning guides.
D. OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING MASTER LISTINGS OF PARTS USAGE
DATA
Appendix P is a consolidation of all the parts demanded
by the 115 forklifts which generated demands and which were
specifically provisioned by APL's. Appendix Q is the total
annual usage data generated by all of the forklifts on the
NSC Oakland MHE allowance. Both appendices indicate degrees
of the same phenomenon: RtfC's extensive use of certain
items which their experience has shown to be interchangeable
among the majority of the forklifts supported. The author
will not attempt to comment on the technical aspects of this
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interchangeability as he is not qualified to do so. Suffice
it to say that the PWC transportation maintenance section has
ascertained that an acceptable level of interchangeability
exists among these particular parts and the parts actually
prescribed for use. The advantages reaped from this know-
ledge are intuitively obvious: less line items required in
inventory thus facilitating better inventory control. The
author envisions that other activities having similarly
diverse populations of forklifts might benefit from the
parts commonality data contained in Appendices P and Q. In
the brief list to follow are some of the line items exhibit-
ing this commonality of usage. A comparison with the API's
shows that some of the items presently appear in one or more
of the APL's, but that additionally the items experience
demand from equipments covered by at least three APL's in
which the item is not cited by the specific National Stock
Number. If the interchangeability is as real as it is appar-
ent, then perhaps more APL's in the future can be prepared
reflecting increased standardization of parts among APL's
thus giving this data widespread dissemination. Among the
parts prominently demonstrating this widespread inter-
changeability are the following:
Bearing, Ball, Annular 3110-00-1^4-8589
Spark Plug 2920-00-5^0-7539
Regulator, Engine Gen 2920-00-561-8376
Capacitor, Fixed, Paper 5910-00-6^4-620^
Filter Element, Fluid 2910-00-652-W+6
Parts Kit, Eng Water Pump 2930-00-851-7608
Contact Set, Dist. 2920-00-876-9117
Filter, Fluid, Pressure 29^0-00-892-621^
Cup, Piston 2520-00-916-3662





A. VALIDITY OF FORKLIFT APL'S AS A PLANNING DOCUMENT
From days gone by when the author lamented the failure
of APL's to project adequate ranges and depths of repair
parts support, this research effort has led the author to
see the other side of the coin. It can be truly said that
while the APL's applicable to the 130 forklifts at NSC
Oakland do not provide for every requirement which is gen-
erated, they do provide quite abundantly in quantities those
items which are allowed. Unfortunately this abundance
in quantity is scarcely more to be desired than is a situ-
ation of shortage. In an era when shrewd financial manage-
ment of resources is a matter of concern within every compon-
ent of the Department of Defense, when a watchful Congress
and an attentive public are quick to rebuke the military
services for wasteful practices and inefficient management,
it behooves every manager of military-owned inventories to
manage his inventories prudently and to invest his limited
funds in those items which can be reasonably expected to
satisfy a pattern of recurring demands. An allowance parts
list should provide such a manager with an invaluable plan-
ning tool by which to determine which items and in what
quantities to include in his stocks. Regrettably the allow-
ance parts lists for the forklifts at NSC Oakland would not
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be of help to the manager attempting to develop his support
of the forklifts based on these documents. In fact, for him
to rely on them for this purpose would be disastrous in terms
of the funds indefinitely and inextricably invested in these
allowance items. The author recognizes the desirability of
including items of an "insurance" nature in allowance planning
documents and no doubt a number of the non-moving items on
the APL's involved in this study were specifically incor-
porated in the API's to provide this insurance coverage.
Nonetheless, the numbers of line items experiencing no
demands and the numbers of items having allowed quantities
significantly greater than the quantities actually demanded
cannot be explained by mere reference to the inclusion of
some insurance items in the APL's, for it is no doubt true
that the insurance items contribute at most only insignificantly
to this situation. It all boils down to the fact that the APL's
were not designed (and perhaps were never intended) to
extensively adjust the scope of their coverage to retain
their reliability as a planning support document in situations
of low operating hours as well as high operating hours.
Without the flexibility to be applied to a range of operat-
ing situations, however, the APL cannot reasonably be expected
to serve as a credible planning document. Perhaps if the
variables involved in the formulation of allowance parts
lists were more explicitly stated, an activity having such
an APL could use it as a starting point for determining its
own local stocking policy.
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Placing matters in perspective, the author recognizes
that no matter how good or bad APL's for forklifts might
"be, the dollar value of the associated inventory which they
represent is an insignificant amount when compared to over-
all Navy expenditures for inventories in support of its
assets. Nonetheless, for the inventory manager at the
local activity level, judicious allocation of his limited
operating funds in inventory support of his operation is
a matter of continuing concern to him. APL's are intended
to assist him in this endeavor and, where APL's can be
improved in meeting this objective, the author believes
that such should be done. It is the author's opinion
that APL's for forklifts are an instance where improve-
ment is needed and where the capability exists to collect
and analyze the data in achieving this needed improvement.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
It is not the author's intention to condemn the basic
concept of the APL nor to belittle the efforts of those who
have conceived it, developed it, and brought it to the point
of refinement at which it serves admirably as a planning
document in those particular situations conforming to a
certain degree of sustained equipment operations. The
author firmly believes that the usefulness of the APL can
be immeasurably increased such that the APL can be reasonably
applicable to the most diverse operating situations. To
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achieve this goal the author recommends the establishment
of a comprehensive program designed to capture and evaluate
repair parts failure/replacement data in order to ascertain
the mean time in equipment operating hours between failures
for each item. From this data plus the data relative to the
scheduled maintenance actions could coneivably he developed
a highly reliable support planning document based on equip-
ment operating hours.
In addition, it is recommended that further studies be
done in this area to develop adequate analytical techniques
to evaluate the relationship between the variables which











KEY TO THE APPENDICES
Part number of item demanded, blank in
many instances where National Stock
Numbers are used.
National Stock Number of item demanded,
blank in many instances where Part Num-
bers are used.
Quantity of item ordered by indicated
transaction.
- Unit of issue of the item demanded.
Julian date and serial number identifying
the specific order action. The last four
digits are non significant when "0000"
appears
.
- Action code signifying that item was issued
from PWC shops stores when "I" is used
and that item was ordered from commercial
and, occasionally, military sources when
"0" is used.
- USN registration number of equipment for
which demanded item was acquired.
Code identifying the manufacturer of the
forklift for which the item was demanded.
Codes utilized are as follow:
AC Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.













MOD - Code identifying the manufacturer's model
number of the forklift for which the item




































CAP - Indicates forklift rated capacity in
thousands (K) of pounds
APL - Indicates the last four digits (understood
to be preceded by the digits 95000) of
the allowance parts list, when such exists,
which applies to the equipment for which
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